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The team put up 121 points to break the
school’s division 1 scoring record
THE SEARCH FOR SUPPORT ON
CAMPUS
A BRUNCH Of GREAT PLACES TO EAT MEN’S SOCCER NETS WAC TITLE
VOLUNTEER FOR US!
WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
WELCOME TO OUR ASSIGNMENT MEETINGS
EVERY MONDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE
VOLUNTEERING, CONTACT US AT
EDITOR@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
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NEWS
THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Quinn Ferrar
Staff Writer
NEW DETAILS EMERGE IN TEXAS CHURCH
SHOOTING -On Nov. 5, a gunman entered a small
Baptist church in rural Texas and opened fire
on parishioners, killing 26 people in the largest
mass shooting in state’s history. The gunman,
26-year-old Devin Patrick Kelley, died soon after
fleeing the scene when faced by a citizen who
returned fire. Law enforcement officials sayKelley
may have been motivated by anger towards his
estranged wife’s family, who were members of
the First Baptist Church. Kelley, who received a
bad conduct discharge fromthe Air Force, has a
criminal record that should have prevented him
from purchasing the rifle used in the shooting
along with three other guns. Kelley was convicted
of domestic assault against his wife and infant
stepson in 2012, the record of which was not
transferred to the federal database for firearms
background checks. The Air Force is currently
investigating why the conviction was not reported.
TENS OF THOUSANDS MARCH IN POLAND-
Poland’s 99th Independence Day celebration was
shadowed by a large march of Europe’s far-right
nationalists in Warsaw. Tens of thousands of
people from Poland and otherEuropean countries
marched through the streets holding signs with
slogans like “Pray for an Islamic Holocaust” and
“Clean Blood.” A group called “All-Polish Youth,”
named after a radical anti-Semitic group from the
1930s, started theannual march in2012. The march
had an unprecedented turnout, demonstrating
the growing prominence of far-right parties in
Europe. White nationalist sentiments have been
swelling in the roasting, translating into political
power for far-right parties like Poland’s Law and
Justice Party, who gained control in the 2015
elections. Far-right leaders from Britain and
Italy were welcomed, but notorious U.S. white
supremacist Richard Spencer, was deemed to be
too radical and the Polish government canceled
his plans to attend.
PARADISE PAPERS LEAK REVEALS OFFSHORE
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS-The Paradise Papers are
a leak of 13.4 million financial documents that
exposed the complicated tax evasion schemes
of politicians, multinationals, celebrities and
billionaires. Like last year’s Panama Papers,
the documents were obtained by German
newspaper Suddeutsche Zeitung, which called
in the International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists (ICIJ) to assist with the investigation.
Those exposed include Prince Charles, who
campaigned to alter climate-change accords
without disclosing that he had an offshore estate
with financial interest in the campaign. Apple was
revealed to be holding $252 billion in offshore,
untaxed bank accounts. The Trump-appointed
United States Secretary of Commerce Wilbur
Ross was also found to have business links with
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s son-in-law.
More information is being released, and political
backlash has already resulted in the indictment of
Pakistan’s former prime minister on corruption
charges. The leak reveals offshore holdings of 140
politicians around the world, and the article won
the Pulitzer Prize for ExplanatoryReporting.
THE PRESIDENT’S WEEK IN ASIA CONTINUES-
On his 12 day tour of Asia, President Trump’s
conversations with heads of state were mostly
dominated by trade deals and North Korea. Since
his campaign, President Trump has made strong
statements about what he feels is an inequality
in trade and military agreements between the
United States and East Asian countries. The
president received royal treatment; however,
after a North Korean taunt calling the president
a “dotard,” Trump reacted and sent out a Tweet
suggesting that Kim Jong-un is “short and fat.”
Unlike previous presidents, Trump did not press
leaders on human rights violations in the region.
Rodrigo Duterte, president of the Philippines,
who is notorious for his anti-drug crusade fueled
by extrajudicial killings of his own citizens, even
sang a duet which he said was at the behest of
President Trump.
REPUBLICAN SENATE NOMINEE ACCUSED
OF SEXUAL ADVANCES TOWARD UNDERAGE
WOMEN-Following a string of sexual assault
accusations in Hollywood, Roy Moore, a
Republican running for a seat in the U.S. Senate
in Alabama, has been accused by four women
of making sexual or romantic advances on them
when they were teenagers and he was in his 30s.
The Washington Post broke the news when it
published recorded interviews of the women, one
of whom was 14 years old when Moore allegedly
initiated sexual contact. Moore, the former
chief justice of the Alabama Supreme Court, was
removed twice from that office for his positions
on gay marriage and for putting a display of the
Ten Commandments in the courthouse where
he worked. Moore and his campaign deny the
allegations, calling them a “desperate political
attack by the National Democratic Party and the
Washington Post on [his] campaign.” Moore has
not indicatedthat he will drop out, but prominent
Republicans, like the President, Vice President
and Senate Majority Leader have distanced
themselves from his candidacy and called for him
to step aside.
DEADLIEST EARTHQUAKE OF 2017 HITS
IRAN AND IRAQ -On Nov. 12, a 7.3 magnitude
earthquake hit west Iran. More than 450 people
have been reported dead and over 7,000 injured.
The quake was the largest in recorded history in
the region, just 135 miles from Tehran, and was
felt as far asthe Mediterraneancoast of Israel. Iraq
was also hit and eight deaths have been reported
on that side of the border. Sarpol-e Zahab, a city
of300,000, was one of the worst affected with low-
income housing built directly above the fault lines.
Rescue efforts are still underway as the Iranian
Red Crescent searches for survivors through the
rubble and hundred of Iranians are waiting in line
to donate blood to victims.More than 500 villages
suffered damage from the quake and authorities
have declared three days ofmourning.
Quinn can be reached at
qferrar@su-spectator.com
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SCHEDULING DELAY LEAVES STUDENTS WITHOUT HEALTH SERVICES
Hunter Uechi
Staff Writer
Often, staying healthy is difficult
while studying for midterms,
completing essays and navigating the
dynamic between ones roommates.
Students often place their health on
the backburner, intensifying any
susceptibility to illness, both physical
and mental.
Currently, the main effort to help
direct students in the care of their
health are those of the Wellness and
Health Promotion office. This office
focuses on prevention and education
relating to physical wellness, alcohol
and other drugs, mental health and
healthy relationships.
Ryan Hamachek, the director of
the Wellness and Health Promotion
office, said that part of the reason they
focus on educating students about
their health and self-care options are
to prevent the Student Health Center
and Counseling and Psychology
Services (CAPS) from being booked
for over two weeks.
“Part of this is an attempt to keep
people out of the Student Health
Center who don’t need to go,”
Hamachek said. “We don’t want to
turn anyone away from care, but at
times folks are going in for a cold
and taking an appointment spot from
someone who may have strep throat
or need a vaccination.”
The Wellness and Health Promotion
office also helps educate students
about when to seek care and assists
them in understanding and finding
resources on and off campus based on
their insurance.
Unfortunately, the efforts of the
Wellness and Health Promotion
office are not enough to reach many
students. Sophomore Toni Wells said
that most of the advertisements she
has seen on campus surrounding
mental and physical health are for
CAPS and the Student Health Center.
“The other resources on campus are
not advertised enough,” Wells said.
“I don’t know much about what they
do, where they are located, or why I
should go to those places.”
Advertisements for other resources
that support student health like the
Health and Wellness Crew (HAWC),
Campus Ministry and student clubs
lack visibility. As a result, students are
not provided with the information
needed to make informed decisions
concerning their health, which leaves
them scrambling for answers in the
most convenient and recognizable
places, the Student Health Center and
CAPS, and creates a scheduling delay
for these student resources.
In addition to the absence of
promotions surrounding alternative
student health services, the Student
Health Center has been overbooked as
a result of unfilled vacancies in their
clinical staff.
Tara Hicks, the interim director of
the Student Health Center, stated in an
email interview that they are working
quickly to resolve the temporary
situation as quickly as possible.
“We are actively recruiting,
interviewing and hiring new staff to
better serve our students. The team
has shown resilience in keeping the
clinic open and functioning despite
our vacancies,” she wrote. “The goal
for the Student Health Center would
be for students to be seen within
24-48 for an acute, urgent problem
and within a week for routine,
non-urgent visits.”
In response to cold and flu season,
the Student Health Center and the
Wellness and Health Promotion
office are providing free cold and flu
kits for students to pick up. Some
items included in the kits are over-
the-counter medication, disposable
thermometers and advice on when to
seek medical care.
Ifstudents need to seek medicalcare
and are unable to get an appointment
with the Student Health Center, they
can visit off campus clinics or utilize
their 24/7 medical consultation
service provided through their
insurance carrier.
Concerning psychological health,
students can take online screenings
24 hours a day, anonymously and
confidentially, to help them find out
where they are in their level of need,
and they can go to CAPS during their
urgent care hours in a crisis or they
can visit the Wellness and Health
Promotion office to talk to a staff
member or a student in HAWC.
Although these alternative services
are provided for students, Wells
remains concerned.
“I would like to think that I’m
paying for the resources I’m told are
provided for me. There should be
enough resources to allocate the funds
necessary to provide those services
and make them fully accessible to all
students,” she said. “The school should
try to promote more communities to
find support with so students can be
in community with people they relate
to particular to .the identities they
care about.”
Hamachek agrees in saying that
most of the time, we just need
someone to talk to.
“The thing that I am working to
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remind students of is that having
feelings is alright,” he said. “Even
feeling sad is totally normal. It doesn’t
necessarily mean we need to seek
psychotherapy, but there are times
where [CAPS and the Student Health
Center] can be super helpful.”
Hunter may be reached at
huechi@su-spectator.com
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GLOBAL EDUCATION: THE INS AND OUTS OF STUDYING ABROAD
Erika Silva
Staff Writer
The finances are often the dark
side of study abroad for students:
program costs,
transfer fees and credit
eligibility can often overshadow the
expectations they may have going
into the program. Seattle University
students have to understand the fine
print of what they are paying before
they can pack their bags.
One of the main concerns of study
abroad is the common misconception
that it will cost drastically more than
studying at Seattle U. However, some
students can mitigate costs by going
abroad in the fall.
Most students will make the switch
to a semester system while abroad.
Within “SU Sponsored” and exchange
programs, students will pay only one
SAMIRA SHOBEIRI • THE SPECTATOR
The Education Abroad’sgreetingfor students entering their office.
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quarter of Seattle U tuition if the
program falls during fall semester,
and they receive one quarter of
scholarships and two quarters of
federal or state aid.
However, ifthe programfalls during
spring semester, students may only
receive the one quarter of scholarships
and grants. If they have a large
program fee or large outside expenses
during the six months, this may
be problematic.
There are over 70 SU Sponsored
programs which are partnerships
between Seattle U and other
organizations. Program fees for SU
Sponsored programs can be anywhere
from no extra cost to $12,000 extra.
“Sponsored programs have their
own representatives that we work
closely with if we are not totally
equipped to talk about the entity
of the program,” Gina Lopardo, the
director of the Education Abroad
Office (EAO), said. “We at least have
somebody we can connect students to
to learn more.”
The Education Abroad Office
requires students to go through a
general informational meeting and
a one-on-one meeting with an EAO
advisor before studying abroad.
Non-Seattle Uprogramscan bemore
complicated. With these programs,
overall cost varies depending on
the chosen program. However, this
doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s
more expensive.
Tuition at Seattle U is $42,120
without any financial aid, and an
average study abroad cost in the U.K.
hovers around $8,000 to $21,000
according to International Institute of
Education. The costs canbe even less if
students choose to study in a country
with a favorable exchange rate, such as
Peru or Morocco.
If students choose this option, there
is a $1,000 fee for their credits to be
transferred back to Seattle U and
they must get every credit approved
by Seattle U.
Additionally, many scholarships
are offered to help pay for abroad
programs. The Boren Scholarships
are federally funded and provide
assistance to students who agree
to work for the government for at
least one year after graduation. The
Gilman International scholarship is
federally funded as well and is open
to all who receive the Federal Pell
Grant. Diversity Abroadalso provides
scholarships to low-income, first-
generation students.
“We are hoping students are talking
to whoever financially supports them
throughout the process,” said Lopardo.
“Honestly what I have found [is that]
students are not paying attention to
what we provide and tell them about
finances and then all of a sudden it
becomes a surprise to a parent.”
Despite the EAO’s attempts to help
students as they navigate this process,
many feel that this process is chaotic
and frustrating.
“It was very decentralized. They
keep telling you to go to your advisor.
I’m doing criminal justice and Chinese
and the two are not integrated, so I
had to constantly go from one advisor
to the other advisor. I saw like 50
different people before I could figure
out what I needed,” said Gina Loh.
She participated in the SU Sponsored,
USAC Shanghai program for her
minor in Chinese.
Faculty-led programs are the
easiest to apply to and have the
largest support network present on
campus. Students go with an Seattle
U professor, all tuition and aid is the
same as in Seattle U, and students take
Seattle U courses—which means there
is no worryabout transferring courses
from another institution.
Some of the drawbacks of these
programs are they are mostly
concentrated on language courses.
Students also travel with only other
Seattle U students.
“If a faculty-led program fits your
four-year plan or your study plan
and it’s interesting to you, then do it.
It’s so easy; it feels like all you have to
do is buy your tickets and apply,” said
Emily Reinl, a former Latin American
Study Program member. “I went to
the study abroad meeting, and it was
super overwhelming. There are like a
million programsand they all do their
own thing.”
When it comes to the options
for studying abroad, Seattle U has
many offerings to fit different needs.
While some programs excel at
accommodating budgetary needs,
others simplify pre-departure steps
and minimize stress. The most critical
piece, however, ismaking sure that the
communication is as clear as possible.
Erika may be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com
CARY MOON CONCEDES THE 2017 MAYORAL CANDIDACY
Anna Kaplan
News Editor
In the mayoral race that started with
26 candidates and narrowed down to
just two, urban planner Cary Moon
officially conceded her run for mayor
on Nov. 8, 2017.
Moons concession came just a
day after Election Day, where after
the first ballot drop she was trailing
her opponent, former United
States Attorney Jenny Durkan, by
over 20 percent. After the second
ballot drop on Nov. 8, she was still
trailing by about the same margin
and posted a concession statement
shortly thereafter.
“While the election results will
probably continue to tighten, the
outcome is unlikely to be what we
hoped,” Moon wrote in the statement.
“We should not let that discourage
us. Despite being outspent 3:1, we
ran a strong, transparent and honest
campaign about vision and solutions.
We drove the conversation around
housing affordability, real estate
speculation, municipal broadband
and wealth inequality.”
It was Moons dedication to
discussing the city’s issues like housing
affordability, police reform and
homelessness encampment sweeps
that drew voters into her campaign.
In the preliminary stages of the
primary election, six candidates out
of the overall 26 grew to be favored to
make it to the general election. These
included Moon and Durkan, along
with Nikkita Oliver, Jessyn Farrell,
Bob Hasegawa and Mike McGinn.
Jenny Durkan had been a relative
shoe-in for the general election, as she
was endorsedby The Seattle Times for
her experience in the public service
realm as a formerU.S. Attorney. Many
believed that lawyer and community
organizer Nikkita Oliver would secure
the second spot in the general election
because of her progressiveness and
ability to relate to people living
in Seattle.
However, after an unexpected
endorsement of Cary Moon by alt-
weekly newspaper the Stranger, voters
became aware of Moon’s progressive
ideals as well.
“For her bold housing proposals,
firm grasp of Seattle’s most pressing
issues, and decades of work fighting
to keep the city livable and urban,
Cary Moon deserves your vote,”
The Stranger wrote in their primary
endorsement of Moon. “She’s a bit
of a snoozer on the campaign trail—
nobody’s picturing Moon pounding
her fist on a podium, stirring the
youth toaction—but what Moon lacks
in name recognition and oratorical
flair, she makes up for in vision.”
Many believe that the Stranger’s
endorsement of Moon instead of
Oliver gave Moon the edge she needed
to overcome Oliver. However true
this inclination was, Moon ended up
beating Oliver for the second spot in
the general electionby just .62 percent,
or 1,170 votes.
Eric Sype, Seattle University
graduate and former president of
the Student Government of Seattle
University, had been supporting
Nikkita Oliver until the primary
election. Sype voted for Moon in
the primary election, and believes it
is vital that students participate in
local politics.
“It’s really important to use the
political powers that are given to you,
we have a lot of exposure to candidates
for high- level offices like mayor that
is kind of rare, and I don’t think we
really understand how cool that is,”
Sype said.
In reality, student voters in Seattle
are sparse. The voting districts
surrounding the University of
Washington and Seattle U have the
lowest voter rates in the city, hovering
in between 5 percent to 19 percent.
This could have contributed to Moon’s
loss, as Moon appealed more to
youngervoters than Durkan.
Following the primary, Moon and
Durkan faced off in numerous debates
across the city, discussing the city’s
pressing issues.
Junior Criminal Justice major
Sophie Jensen said that she thought
Moon best represented the direction
that Seattle should be moving after
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Cary Moon made itpast the primary election, but ultimately lost to JennyDurkan
in the general election.
the debates.
“I prefer [Moon’s] action plans for
increasing affordable housing and
supporting our homeless population
instead of punishing them.” Jensen
said. “I like that she spoke out against
Murray for abusing public trust and
taking abuse allegations seriously.”
As the election loomed nearer,
voters began to notice Moon’s lack of
morale. This led the Seattle Times to
publish an article looking into Moon’s
previous employment.
For the past few years Moon had
listed her employment as “retired” or
“unemployed” on her recent public
tax returns. This led the writers to
speculate ifMoon had run for mayor
just to get her name back in the public
realm to ease her way back into
work, rather than actually wanting to
become the city’s mayor.
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All of this combined led to Moon’s
campaign’s demise—failing to reach
the voters that Oliver would have, and
failing to reach the more conservative
Durkan voters as well.
Anna may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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PROVOST SEARCH CONTINUES IN SECOND WEEK OF FORUMS
Rania Kaur
Volunteer Writer
As the introductions to the finalists’
wind down, the Provost Search
Committee and President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. are making final
decisions on who the next Provost is
going to be.
The Provost Search Committee
has narrowed down the Provost
candidates to just four finalists. The
first two finalists, Shane Martin and
Tom Stritikus, spoke on Oct. 31 and
Nov. 2 to staff, students and members
of the Seattle Universitycommunity.
The candidates shared their
approaches to shared governance,
tenure for adjunct faculty, cutting
programs, faculty research, as well as
discussing tuition options. The last
two finalists, Deena Gonzalez and
Judith Karshmer, spoke this past week
on Nov. 7 and Nov. 9, respectively.
Gonzalez is currently the Associate
Provost for Faculty Affairs at Loyola
Marymount University (LMU) and
has held that position since 2012. In
Faculty Affairs, she facilitated LMU s
new Rank and Tenure processes,
and developed efficient methods of
communication with facultyregarding
sabbaticals and leaves, contractual
obligations and grants.
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Deena Gonzalez explains her qualifica-
tionsfor provost to the University com-
munity in Pigott Auditorium on Tues-
day at noon.
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“There’s not a single leader that’s
going to get at an audience and say, ‘I
don’t believe in transparency, I don’t
believe in being collaborative,’ but I
think that collaboration and strategic
planning, transparency and shared
governance, in particular occur with
respect,” Gonzalez told the audience.
“I bring a healthy amount of respect
for faculty, teaching faculty and the
adjunct faculty.”
Judith Karshmer, the final Provost
finalist, spoke on Nov. 9. Karshmer
was the Dean of the School of Nursing
& Health Professions at the University
of San Francisco (USF) for over 10
years. During her time as dean she
launchedmultiple graduate programs.
In 2014, Karshmer was named one of
the Most Influential Women in Bay
Area Business, and in 2016, she was
added to the Forever Honor Roll.
“You can get so in-your-box that if
we’re not constant and vigilant, we can
slip back into that mindset,” Karshmer
said at the forum. “As a Provost, I
don’t want to wait to bring issues
up, but rather push them forward in
the beginning.”
Tuition and grant money is
considered revenue at Seattle U,
as opposed to endowment-driven
public universities like the University
of Washington. Gonzalez believes
that loans and student debt are
sewn together with accessibility and
affordability, and she is aware that
this is an important issue at Seattle
U. She also believes that this has to
do with recruitment of students,
as once students are recruited, the
problem arises in keeping them at
the university.
Gonzalez points out that students
that can be easily recruited long-
term are not the students who are
given huge scholarships from the
institution. Easily recruited students
are those that get a token amount
from the university as encouragement
and then have to piece together their
own financial payment plan. She
also told the audience that friends of
the university and philanthropists
like giving to students, whether
that’s towards need-based or
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Judith Karshmer is one of the Provost finalists from the University of
San Francisco.
merit-based scholarships.
The question then arises on how
Seattle U, as an institution, draws
that money so that revenue is used
for security of the institution and
contributes to the health and well-
being of the students in the short term.
Karshmer has a different approach,
and she believes that the problem lies
in how much debt a student is in and
how as an institution, the school makes
sure that the students are leaving the
university in a timely manner.
Overall, Karshmer talked about
helping students find a career path
rather than focusing on an end goal.
To do this, she would like to focus
on competency-based outcomes for
learners, preparing them well enough
to get jobs. Career planning with
students will allow them to figure out
what the first job and then the second
job would pay. With this career-
oriented program, Karshmer believes
that student debt will decrease.
Ally Gibbons, Vice President
of University Affairs for Student
Government of Seattle University
reflected on the primary difference
between the two candidates.
“I thinksomething that distinguishes
Deena is the fact that she really
seemed to connect to the SU mission
statement and the values of a Jesuit
school,” Gibbons said. “Judith, on the
other hand, put a lot of emphasis on
her leadership model of letting people
have the opportunity to trynew things
in their roles without having too many
consequences if it doesn’t work out
as planned.” -
All four candidates have different
backgrounds and different
perspectives. All of the biographies
of the candidates are posted on the
Seattle U website. Sundborg met with
the Provost Search committee on Nov.
14 to discuss the strengths of each
candidate, and the Provost will be
announced later this month.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
IS SEATTLE AS DIVERSE AS YOU THINK?
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
“It irritates me when people try to
say Seattle is so diverse, because
really, it is not,” said Journalism
and Communications Professor
Kimberly Harden.
Seattle’s Capitol Hill and Central
District neighborhoods have
drastically changed over the years,
in both physical appearance and
population makeup. The recent
economic boom in Seattle has
caused a rise in housing prices and
subsequent influx of typically white
upper to middle class people. This
gentrification has pushed out the
original residents of the area and
whitewashed the community.
Harden was born and raised in
Seattle, and most of her family used
to live in Capitol Hill and the Central
District and as such has been privy
to the the population changes of the
area. She described with numbers the
change that has occurred around her:
“In the 70s, the Capitol Hill and
Central District area was over 70
percent black. But then that number
started dwindling. In 2000, it dropped
to around 36 percent. Last time I
checked, it was down to 20 percent in
2014. And now, it’s probably around
10 percent or less,” Harden said.
The majorityofCapitol Hillresidents
are Caucasian citizens, according to
online census data. Seattle University
contains a bit more diversity; while
it still has a white majority, in 2016,
45.3 percent of incoming freshmen
were a group other than Caucasian.
This represents a 5.7 percent increase
from 2015. Although Seattle U may
be diversifying, the same cannot be
said about the surrounding Capitol
Hill neighborhood.
Hardenhas also personally observed
this change.
“I rememberback in the day driving
down 23rd,” Harden said. “You would
hardly ever see a white person on 23rd.
When I drive down 23rd, I see hardly
any brown faces anymore and that’s
shocking to me, as someone who has
seen the other side of that dynamic.”
Seattle U’s mission statement,
vision and values reflect a desire to
instill a sense of leadership, social
justice and service to the community
into students.
This stark change is commonly
diagnosed as being caused by
skyrocketing housing prices in
Capitol Hill and the Central District
that resulted fromthe influxof people
looking for a place to live in Seattle.
This is due to the growth ofcompanies
like Amazon, Microsoft and Boeing.
Capitol Hill is also home to major
hospitals like Swedish and Virginia
Mason, and colleges like Seattle
University and Seattle Central.
Katie O’Brien, Associate Director
of Admissions at Seattle University,
reflected the struggle to afford housing
that is experienced by many students
trying to live off-campus.
“It is a double-edged sword living
in Capitol Hill,” O’Brien said. “What
a cool place for our students to live
and explore, but at the same time it
is such a desirable neighborhood and
that causes it to be more expensive to
live here.”
In an effort to help students who are
struggling to find affordable housing
or find a suitable place off campus,
Seattle U is building a new residence
hall for junior and senior students.
“Hopefully the new residence hall
will help more juniors and seniors live
on campus if that is what they would
like,” O’Brien explained. “Housing
and the University in general do their
best to make sure that the students’
needs are being met and that they are
having the best possible experience,”
O’Brien said.
The new dorm building, Vi Hilbert
Hall, will ideally provide more housing
options to students, but it too might
be a double-edged sword because of
the potential costs to the community.
Senior English major Tyra Franklin
voiced a concern about the new
residence hall.
“There used to be a mom-and-pop
Japanese restaurant where the new
building is now,” Franklin said. “Plus,
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A photo of a central district home from the 1920s, when the house was
originally bult.
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because of gentrification, Seattle has
one of the highest rents in the nation
which means that people like me can’t
live in Seattle.”
It can be discouraging for students to
see gentrification unfold around them,
but awareness of the issue is present in
the Seattle U community because of
the community involvement caring
attitudes of students and the holistic
education values of the university.
With this awareness and education in
place, perhaps students will begin to
learnaboutthe cityand strivetochange
the current trend of gentrification.
Hardenhas some advice for students.
“I think it’s important to just ask
about the history of Seattle,” she
said. “When you see an elder person
of color walking down 23rd or 12th
avenue, don’t just assume they are out
of place.”
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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OVER THANKSGIVING
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Harvey Weinstein, Ben Affleck, James Toback, Kevin Spacey, George H.W.
Bush, Andy Dick, Terry Richardson, Ed Westwick and Louis C.K. are only
a handful of men who are in the spotlight due to accusations of sexual
misconduct. Since Oct. 5, allegations have arisen almost daily. At least 45
high profile men have been accused, and the list is still growing.
With numbers rising, women responded in mid-October with a call for
solidarity. The hashtag #MeToo surfaced and survivors of sexual assault
worldwide began posting the hashtag on various social media platforms
attempting to portray the vastness of the problem.
The immense response from Seattle U students using #MeToo highlights
the impact of sexual misconduct at this institution. As the actions of powerful
i men in the entertainment industry are brought to light, many are drawing
i parallels to Seattle U with the knowledge that sexual assault is extremely |
i prevalent on college campuses.
Started by activist Tarana Burke more than 10 years ago, the general
| understanding of #MeToo is to give voice to survivors of assault in portraying
l how many face this problem and to create solidarity among the community
of survivors.
When the media discuss sexual assault only in the context of celebrities,
they create a distance that portrays the problem as one that occurs only in
this situation. #MeToo is a visual representation of how many women are
affected by sexual violence and harassment: an effort to combat this belief.
The men accused seem to be some of the first to face the consequences of
their actions. Harvey Weinstein was fired from his company, Netflix cancelled
“House of Cards” and dropped Kevin Spacey and HBO has cut ties with Louis
C.K. and cancelled his upcoming film. Weinstein and Spacey are also under
investigation for their crimes.
As time progresses, it seems likely that more accusations will come to light,
and more of the celebrities that we know and love will fall from grace. News
cycles end and the media change the subject, but many on Seattle University’s
campus are still thinking about the issues of sexual assault among celebrities
and how to take a stand. How are students responding in these issues’ wake?
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Shelby Hackney, a double major in political science and humanities for
teaching, said sexual misconduct is “often presented as a women’s issue,
when it’s a human issue.”
Women are traditionally centered in conversations around sexual misconduct,
though this may be because women are the ones bringing it up and
j having conversations.
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Hackney continued, commenting on the taboo nature of these issues.
“There’s not that many obvious spaces to talk about this,” she said. “The
burden has historically been on survivors."
Cameron Casey, psychology major, reflects on the discussions in his life.
“I’ve mostly heard my friends who are women talk about it,” he said. “I feel like
women are the first ones to initiate a discussion on it.”
Julia Rosenberg, criminal justice major, commented on the reason women
are more involved in discussing issues of sexual misconduct.
“Women understandthat it happens so much, and some guys are just being
awakened to it or refusing to acknowledge that it exists,” Rosenburg said.
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A difficult role to navigate in conversation is that of the survivor. As #MeToo
| spread, many survivors faced the dilemma of feeling compelled to join the
movement, versus maintaining their privacy. One issue resulting from the
conversation that Maggie Dunphy, a graduate student in the Masters in
Teaching program, noted was the burden placed on survivors.
“Eventually I got a little frustrated about how it was putting [the burden]
on survivors of sexual assault and harassment to bring light to the issue,
whereas people who are perhaps perpetrators of sexual assault got to fly
under the radar,” she said.
Sexual assault is often made public due to the status of the perpetrator,
as is seen in the cases of Bill Cosby, Brock Turner, Harvey Weinstein, etc.,
taking the focus off of the crime. It is difficult for survivors to navigate theirrole
in the conversation when they are the most affected by sexual assault and
harassment, yet they are not centered in discussions.
“It’s shifting the paradigm to look at it like a sexual assault issue instead of a
celebrity issue,” Dunphy said. “But I don’t think we’ve gotten there. Our focus
is a little bit off. To not cover it isn’t an option, but I think the media should be
covering it in a different way.”
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Though the victims of assault and harassment vary, men are typically the
perpetrators. Men also hold a greater amount of privilege than women,
giving them a unique voice in this situation. However, this position within the
discussion makes it difficult to navigate where men fit into the conversations
around sexual assault and violence against women.
Casey noted how he feels responsible in situations. “We have to talk to
each other about this,” said Casey. “It’s important for us to talk to the men
we’re most affiliated with in our lives, really solidifying what parts of it we
aren’t talking about.”
Dunphy also emphasized that we all have huge roles in this conversation,
but that men are often vacant in the discussions.
“In general, I think that men havethe largest unfilled role in this conversation,
and in the work, that needs to be done in dismantling rape culture,”
Dunphy said.
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It is the unique location of men and the absence from the conversation that
led to the creation of a group called Wingmen on campus. A part of the
Health and Wellness Crew (HAWC), Wingmen is a departmental organization
working to change the culture of sexual misconduct and sexual violence by
engaging men. Hamachek spoke to the need for the creation of the group.
“Wingmen came out of a need to, in a unique way, work directly with men
in their role related to violence prevention,” Hamachek said. “Because while
we know that the targets of violence vary broadly, oftentimes men tend to be
the perpetrators of this violence.”
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As the weeks pass, accusations continue to arise, and the topic of sexual
misconduct remains central throughout the media.
Rosenberg speaks to how students have already become accustomed to
these stories, understanding that even as the allegations surface, the root
problem does not go away.
“Every time anyone comes out I’m not shocked,” she said. “Of course it
happens. Even if high-profile people are being called out, it’s still happening.”
The people who have always been talking about it are still talking about it,
and even as students become accustomed to these events and begin to talk
about them, Hamachek notes a discord in resulting action.
“There’s this weird moment for me, where I’m hearing about this stuff, and
people’s concern about it in the media, but interestingly enough that concern
isn’t translating to either shared conversation or shared action or working
toward a solution in the way that I maybe would have anticipated it.”
While Seattle U students may not be jumping to immediate action, they are
having conversations, which is a good start. Positive changes are occurring
at higher levels.
The Senate recently approved mandatory sexual harassment training
for all Senators and aides, and many of the accused are now facing
criminal investigation.
Though the conversations that Seattle U students are having may seem
like a small start, the ideas are reflected nationally and will likely result in
more change in the future
Rachel may be reached at
riarson@su-spectator.com
Wingmen, along with Green Dot, another HAWC organization, are seen
by many on campus as resources to turn to in leading these conversations.
Due to the nature of #MeToo, the celebrity allegations and the recent Title
IX changes coming from the Trump Administration, many students feel that
Seattle U has a responsibility to respond in a more significant way than
they are currently. Dunphy spoke to the university’s general response to
sexual assault.
“There’s a lot of cleaning up of messes and polishing of reputations of
certain students and of certain groups on campus,” Dunphy said. “As an
institution, Seattle U essentially fails its students who are experiencing sexual
assault. And that is not to say that networks like HAWC or Survivor Support
Network are not doing incrediblework, but they can’t do it alone. It’s not their
responsibility to do it alone, and they don’t have the institutional power to
provide justice for folks who have experienced sexual assault.”
Conversations are happening on campus among the student body. It is
difficult for many to navigate the field of sexual assault and gendered violence
because there aren’t many obvious places to talk about them. Through Green
Dot and Wingmen, HAWC is working toward prevention, and Survivor Support
Network is a resource for those who have experienced sexual assault. But at
an administrative level, Seattle U is doing little to address the problem.
The Title IXoffice on campus released an official statement in early October,
detailing new legal changes and emphasizing the university’s commitment
to student safety. There has been no statement released regarding #MeToo
or the string of allegations persisting in the media. Most professors are not
addressing these topics in the classroom, and no new organizations have
been formed.
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SEATTLE BRUNCH: MAKE YOUR MORNINGS SUNNY-SIDE UP
Jacqueline Lewis
Staff Writer
In Seattle, the allure to stay inside,
cozy and dry from the rain, is strong.
However, there is a tastier alternative
waiting for you—one with freshly-
squeezed orange juice, oven-baked
biscuits and the perfect Instagram pic,
and it’s only a few blocks away!
There are only a few things that
match my passion for brunch. It’s the
only time when rolling out of bed
late and leisurely can actually work
in one’s favor. Brunch makes me feel
like I’m the pinnacle of self-care, that
I have a jump on my day and that
I’m being financially savvy (hey! You
are combining two meals in one).
Look up brunch hours for some of
your favorite restaurants (Babar’s
has a really fun Vietnamese brunch)
and you may be surprised with what
you’ll find. Here are a few places in the
neighborhood to get you started on
the Seattle brunch scene.
Cafe Presse
For students trying to dip their toes in
the brunch culture Seattle has to offer,
walk no further than Xavier Hall,
where Cafe Presse is stationed right
next door. It has enough Frenchon the
menu to make you feel sophisticated
and loaves of fresh bread and jam to
help you forget about proper food
groups.
The croque madame is a popular
item, which is a baked ham, gruyere
and bechamel sauce sandwich with
a sunny-side-up egg on top. While
the ham is not the best, the whole
plate really comes together with
strong cheese flavors, coupled well
with the creamy sauce and toasted to
crunchy perfection.
“It was the perfect meal to start
off my day. The croque madame
was savory
and so good, and the
restaurant’s close enough so I can
make brunch a regular social thing,”
said sophomore Annelise Loveless.
I recommend giving this place a
try instead of the normal IHOP runs;
Cafe Presse is just as close, tastier and
similarly priced.
Oddfellows
The quintessential brunch spot for
Redhawks, Oddfellows can be theright
move with the right planning. Seating
is available for mostly one-on-one
meetings, and the waitcan get too long
for comfort on the weekends with no
reservations. I have stopped by, early
during a morning walk or weekend
errands around the neighborhood
to put my name in, running back to
campus real quick for a shower or to
meet a friend, and walked back to
Oddfellows with enough time to spare
before I was seated.
Inaddition to putting your name in,
I recommend going on less-popular
brunch days to any restaurant. You
may not get the specially-made
brunch menu, but the normal
breakfast menu has most of the same
items. Wednesday brunches may be
hard to coordinate, but nothing gets
you through the week like a little self-
indulgence with a mimosa and an
omelette to break up the monotony of
work and school.
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Voila! Cafe Presse serves up the Croque Madame and delicious lattes. (Add an egg to the Croque Monsieur and you have a
Croque Madame!)
The homemade Biscuit is my go-
to at Oddfellows—it’s pretty much
a breakfast sandwich with a buttery
biscuit instead of normal bread. The
biscuit is fluffy and tasty enough for
biscuit standards, but not too flaky
where it’s breaking off all over the
place. Everything on the menu will be
a treat, from the fresh juice of the day
to their beignets with jam, but it can
get a little pricey depending on how
hard you brunch. The atmosphere
inside is what Instagram dreams are
made of, and in the summer, there is
cute outdoor seating and back-alley
seating for a change ofscenery.
Sitka & Spruce
While brunch itself is quite the
luxurious activity, Sitka and Spruce
takes local and seasonal grains,
fruits and other ingredients from
the Northwest to create an inventive
brunch experience from simple
ingredients. They work with a
cohesion of different flavors—their
yogurt even sounds like a labored
over delicacy, made with grilled stone
fruit, olive oil, pepitas and basil. With
a changing daily menu, Sitka and
Spruce updates brunch to a uniquely
Seattle standard. Ifyou’re looking for a
wholesome brunch day and willing to
splurge, make a reservation and check
this place out.
Americana
“You have not brunched ifyou haven’t
been to Americana,” said sophomore
student Catie Etkins. “When I want
to sip some coffee and catch up with a
friend, this is my place.”
With a delicious daily brunch menu,
this classic spot has a friendly staffand
a rustic atmosphere perfect for anyone
looking for a place to dine down
Broadway. Alongside their Southern-
style porkbelly, they have an inventive
drink menu and varying pancake
specials. Their eggs benedict come
smothered in a creamy tomato and
mushroom sauce, adding a tasty twist
to a standardbrunch dish. In the same
sense, it’s a pretty standard brunch
spot with a Seattle quirk to keep you
coming back.
Jacqueline may be reached at
jlewis@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT’S GUIDE: HOW TO TAKE A BREAK
Hunter Uechi
Staff Writer
Highlights of fall quarter: watching
the sun rise while typing the final
words to a five-page essay, seeing the
best moments of life flash by while
falling down the stairs in the Student
Center and capturing iconic fall
Instagram-worthy pictures before
getting drenchedby the Seattle rain.
These are the college moments that
test students and make their college
experience a memorable one. But
to take a necessary break from the
college experience, there are a few
ways that Seattle University students
are spending the upcoming breaks.
During Thanksgiving and Winter
break, some students are leaving
to spend time at home with their
family and friends. As cheesy as it
sounds, going home is like a walk
down memory lane, with people and
places serving as reminders to heart-
warming moments.
Raisa Steger, a second-year student,
is excited to go to her favorite places
around her hometown with her family
and friends.
“I am looking forward to traveling
with my family over breakand visiting
my favorite local cafe, Tea Room
Cafe,” she said. “Tea Room Cafe is
one of my favorite places because
everything is locally farmed and made
and it is where I have shared so many
memories with my friends.”
Some other students are planning
to stay in Washington state for the
upcoming breaks. On Thanksgiving
Day, Housing and Residence Life
will be providing a free Bon Appetit
lunch on Nov. 23 from 12 p.m. to 2
p.m. in Bellarmine Lobby to those
students. The meal includes turkey,
stuffing, mashed potatoes, pumpkin
pie and other dishes for students with
dietary restrictions.
Students who are staying during
Thanksgiving break also have the
opportunity to explore downtown.
Throughout the entire break, Westlake
Center and Seattle Center are busy
with events that welcome in the
holiday season.
On Nov. 24 at 4:30 p.m. Westlake
Center will be hosting a free tree
lighting event followed by the Macy s
Star lighting and Fireworks event.
The city will be putting up a carousel
and sprinkling fake snow for the
festivities, in addition to ringing in the
holiday spirit with Christmas music
and colorful lights.
Sophomore Ben »Smith also
recommends stopping by Seattle
Center for the holiday season.
“During this time at the Seattle
Center, they transform an area in
there into an ice rink,” he said. Also
located in Seattle Center are, “the
Space Needle, MoPOP and Pacific
Science Center [which] are really cool
with all of their lights.”
During Winter break,some students
who are staying in Washington are
organizing trips to explore other
towns in the state.
Last year, third-year international
student Lucia Wang traveled to
Leavenworth, Washington and
enjoyed the atmosphere ofthe town so
much that she plans on visiting again
this year with her roommates.
“It was very magical. As an
international student, everything I
have ever thought about America
is from movies, but Leavenworth is
better than the movies. Everything
is Christmas-y, with the lights,
Christmas decorations, hot soup and
sandwiches,” she said.
Leavenworth is a German Bavarian
themed town located two hours east
from Seattle University. Every year, the
town hosts seasonal festivals like their
ChristmasLighting Festival whichwas
created by community leaders. The
town also has a Nutcracker Museum,
which has over 6,000 nutcrackers
on display, a local bakery that serves
an assortment of breads, pies and
cookies, and a locally owned espresso
bar and coffee roasting company.
Regardless of whether students
are leaving or staying for break, it is
important to take time- during the
break to rest and recharge.
“It’s just nice to recharge your
batteries. For me, that means going up
to the mountains and taking time to
relax and get re-centered,” Smith said.
Steger said she likes to refresh
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physically by hiking, walking and
catching up on rest during the
break. She also refreshes mentally
and emotionally by creating an
environment that brings her joy.
“For me that means surrounding
myself with family and friends, taking
time to enjoymy neighborhood while
I’m walking my dog, and traveling to
new places with my mom, dad, and
brother,” she said.
Steger says that students should
dedicate the time off to truly being
a break in order to prepare
for the
next quarter.
“Don’t stress about the new quarter,
but go in with a freshmindset.”
Hunter may be reached at
huechi@su-spectator.com
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“MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS” DELIVERS NOSTALGIC MYSTERY
Daryn Lenahan
Volunteer Writer
Advertised by the media and on
movie posters as “Johnny Depp’s next
big movie,” the film “Murder on the
Orient Express” was released on Fri-
day, Nov. 10th. But to the dismay of
“Edward Scissorhands” or “Pirates of
the Caribbean” fans, Depp is killed,
stabbed twelve times in the chest in
his sleep, twentyminutes into the film.
Even without the movie’s biggest
name, “Murder on the Orient Ex-
press” still promises its fair share of
star power.
Based on the novelof the same name
by Agatha Christie, the film introduc-
es famous detective Hercule Poirot (a
mustachioed Kenneth Branagh, who
also produced and the directed the
film), whose train ride through Eu-
rope is interrupted by two things: an
avalanche and the murder of
passen-
ger Samuel Ratchett (Depp).
What follows is a classic who-dun-
nit featuring an ensemble cast of ce-
lebrities. Was it Daisy Ridley, famous
for portraying Rey in the new “Star
Wars” trilogy? How about Josh Gad,
thevoice ofOlafin “Frozen”?Or could
it perhaps have been one of the many
Oscar nominees in the film—such as
Penelope Cruz, Willem Dafoe, Judi
Dench or Michelle Pfeiffer?
Even with a cast of big names, the
shining performance in “Orient Ex-
press” comes from relative newcomer
Tom Bateman, who portrays self-de-
scribed “horrible person” Bouc, the
train’s director. Bouc adds humor and
sass to the otherwise serious murder
mystery. Most of the other actors,
however, simply aren’t delivering the
performances that they became so
well known for.
The film is packed with bad British
and French accents and overdramatic
scenes. While there are some stand-
outs (such as Willem Dafoe’s Gerhard
and Josh Gad’s Hector MacQueen),
many of them seem as if they don’t
care a lot about the movie. Which is
a shame, because the movie’s plot is
so enjoyable.
The mystery that Christie’s novel
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(originally published in 1934), and lat-
er the film, provided leaves you on the
edge ofyour seat. The surprise ending
left
everyone in
the movie theater in
shock and surprised. Fans of murder
mysteries such as “Sherlock Holmes”
will thoroughly enjoy this traditional
take on a Doyle-era tale—it is even set
in a similar time period.
Characters in the film are adorned
in the traditional short haircuts and
fancy suits of the 1930s, and even the
most basic detail of the film—the fact
that the characters are riding a steam
train—is reminiscent of the era. These
elements provide the audience with
a sense of nostalgia. That is one of
the film’s selling points. It seems that
viewers are meant to find themselves
longing for a simpler time, wanting
to ride steam trains and wear those
fancy clothes.
“Murder on the Orient Express”
has found creative ways to
simulta-
neously keep the film nostalgic while
incorporating modern themes. The
film provides an interesting com-
mentary on the racial divides and
discrimination of the era. Dr. Ar-
buthnot (“Hamilton’s’ Leslie Odom
Jr.), a black man, is in love with Mary
Debenham (Ridley), a white woman.
The struggle of balancing their feel-
ings for each other while seeming to
abide by the laws and standards of the
1930s makes for a compelling subplot
in the film. This storyline, not pres-
ent in the original story, was added
into this adaptation of “Murder on the
OrientExpress.”
Additionally, certain characters,
such as Penelope Cruz’s Pilar Estrava-
dos (called Greta Ohlsson in the nov-
el) and Manuel Garcia-Rulfo’s Bin-
iamino Marquez (formerly Antonio
Foscarelli), had their names changed
in order to cast more actors and ac-
tresses of color.
In short, fans of the classic murder
mystery archetype would enjoy “Mur-
der on the Orient Express.” Fans of
history, the past or even trains would
enjoy “Murder on the OrientExpress.”
However, fans of the many actors and
actresses involved in the production
should steer clear. Those expecting
another action-packed fantasy Depp
flick, or used to the talent of one of
the many award-winning performers
in the film, would be better off pick-
ing another movie. However, for those
who enjoy a good mystery (or a good
moustache), it may be time to head
over to the nearest movie theater and
take a trip on the OrientExpress.
The editor may be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
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GETTING TO THE PUN-CH LINE
Sophia Wells
Staff Writer
Pun lovers of Seattle united at
Pundamonium on Nov. 8th, where
contestants vied for the title of best
pun maker. The event, held at Peddler
Brewing Company, took the style of
a poetry slam but with many more
belly-laughs and winces.
Peddler Brewing Company was
packedwith attendees awaiting a night
bound to be full of giggles. The host of
the night, Forest I.E Ember, told the
audience that the winner would have
their entire bar tab paid for, a reward
which elicited quite a few cheers.
For thefirst round, the 12 contestants
had an hour to prepare to speak for
two minutes on their own randomly
chosen topics.
A notable contestant of this round
was Ryan, who had to speak on “hippie
matters.” Ryan managed to fit four
marijuana puns in his first sentence,
and moved on to make jokes about
some harder drugs.
“What do you call it when a hippie
falls over? An acid trip,” he said,
adding that recent studies of hippie
DNA have found “acid wash genes.”
Next up was Carolyn, who shared
her thoughts on marching bands. She
spoke of her hopes in joining a band,
saying that she hoped they would
“piccolo her bassooner or later”. Her
ability to bring at least two band
jokes into each sentence impressed
the judges, earning her a nearly
perfect score.
Throughout the night, it became
clear that the delivery of the puns
was as valuable to the audience as the
words. One contestant, Alex, earned
mostly groans for his jokes until he
mentioned his most recent trip to
the doctor.
“I’m actually just coming back from
my cardiologist. He’s really bad. I
hadn’t realized this before, but I guess
none of his patients had the heart to
tell him,” he said.
Contestants only had thirty seconds
to prepare puns in the second round,
which resulted inmany more awkward
pauses than in the first round. At
times, the audience even jumped in
to help the contestants, shouting out
inspiration for puns.
A particularly popular contestant
from this round was Mike, who
spoke on computers. Mike first
noted how it felt to be in front of a
supportive audience.
“They don’t want to see you fail, they
want to see you Excel,” he said, adding
that the pressures of the competition
mean, “You’ve got to be really good
with Word.”
Next up was Steph, who had to
speak on the topic of giving birth.
She first touched on the difficulty
of the topic, noting that it was a
laboriouscategory.
“I’m going to do my best to push
some jokes out, but I’m kind of
thinking that this category might be
an accident,” she said, then asked the
audience to “please just epidur this.”
The third round was a pun battle
between the top four contestants of
the evening. The audience voted on
who won each duel. Debs and Steph
went first, speaking on the topic of
high school.
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Since its conception in 2013, Pundamonium has spread to Chicago, Los Angeles, Madison, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis.
“I can’t remember what my teachers
were writing in chalkand stuff. I guess
I was kind ofboard,” she said, towhich
Steph'conceded that Debs was really
“schooling” her.
Steph maintained her humility
on stage, asking Debs, “Do you
think we could just graph my
downwardprogress?”
Debs’ snappy retorts ultimately
earned her the most cheers from the
audienceand won her the duel.
The next battle was between Mike
and Carolyn, who chose the topic of
skeletons. Both contestants had no
problem quickly coming up with puns
to spar with.
Mike first said that he had “no
bones about” how good this round
would be, to which Carolyn asked
him to humour her with some puns.
After hearing enough of Mike’s puns,
Carolyn warned that she might have
to give him a “sternum” talking to.
Carolyn’s quick wit won her the
round, and she continued on to the
final battle against Debs, where the
two spoke on candy.
Carolyn first spoke on her hopes
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of getting some Snickers from the
audience, to which Debs said she
hoped that she might get a lemon
mic drop out of this round. Carolyn
dismissed her concerns, “Those who
drop mics are Butterfingers.” Debs
later mentioned Werther’s ability to
make puns, noting that they were
always original.
In the end, the audience ruled that
Deb’s puns didn’t meet the “candy bar”,
making Carolyn the best pun crafter
ofthe night.
Peddler will hold its next pun slam
Dec. 13, while there are others held
in Los Angeles, Madison, Chicago,
Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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ECLECTIC THEATER TAKES ITS FINAL BOW AT CURRENT VENUE
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
Known for uniting the Capitol Hill
neighborhood by producing original
works written by local playwrights,
the Eclectic Theater closed its doors
for the final time on Oct. 31.
Located on 1214 10th Ave., across
the street from Seattle University’s
campus, the professional theater
company hosted standup comics,
improv troupes, films and more.
The beginnings of Eclectic Theater
began with founder Rik Deskins
“Green Theater Project” while he was
a junior at Cornish College of the
Arts. It then grew to become Green
Theatre Productions, which produced
eco-friendly productions in Kirkland,
Bellevue, Seattle and Auburn.
“In 2006, we took over The Eclectic
Theater space, which at the time was
called the ‘Odd Duck Studio’, Deskin
said. “My wife thought we should
rename the company Eclectic Theater
and I thought it sounded cool so we
went with that and we renamed the
space to go with the company.”
Blood Squad, a group of veteran
improvisers that act out various
subgenres of horror films based
on titles given by the audience,
were frequent performers at
Eclectic Theater.
“Our early shows were at different
theaters and comedy stages around
Seatde,” Blood Squad member Elicia
Wickstead said. “After seeing one
of our shows, an audience member
with ties to Eclectic suggested that we
should check the place out. We met
Rik and started producing shows at
Eclectic shortly thereafter.”
Wickstead said that Eclectic Theater
was the right fit for the group because
it was small and affordable, and also
helped them grow an audience.
“As with most groups, we started
with small crowds but word-of-
mouth spread, our audience grew
and we started getting good reviews,”
Wickstead said. “We will be forever
grateful to Rik for the opportunity to
play at Eclectic and for the care and
support he gave our shows. It was a
very important part of our growth as
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a group.
Eclectic Theater served as a venue
for many smaller companies and acts
that did not have their own spaces.
Hari Kondabolu, a standup comedian,
was able to test new material for his
comedy shows at Eclectic Theater.
Deskin is also the President of
the Screen Actors Guild-American
Federation of Television and Radio
Artists (SAG-AFTRA), a union
for actors, broadcast journalists,
dancers, DJs, singers and other media
professionals in Seattle.
At Eclectic Theater, SAG-AFTRA
members could attend some of the
performances for free admission.
“Rik wanted to make sure that
union members, specifically Equity
and SAG-AFTRA members, could
attend the theatre for free,” Executive
Director of SAG-AFTRA Seattle Local
Shellea Allen said. “As far as I’m aware,
no one was ever turned away because
offunds. That’s the kind of guy Rik is.”
Though the theater provided great
opportunities for up and coming
Seattle performers, the company faced
obstacles developing an audience for
the new works.
“When working with theater artists
at various levels, they don’t typically
know how to market themselves,
which is a variable involved with
trying to sell tickets to people,”
Deskin said.
With the rising cost of rent on
Capitol Hill, the company struggled
to keep up with the rent of the venue.
Deskin said that fans of Eclectic
Theater should not lose hope because
the company plans to open a new
venue next year.
“We only closed the venue, but the
theater is still alive. We’ve got plans to
produce a show next year. This past
year we became behind on rent we
had the list until Oct. 31 and we got
help from one of our board members
to catch us up and give us aclean slate”
Deskin said.
The theater company is seeking
to secure November and December
slots for next year at 12th Avenue
Arts if they can raise enough money.
They are only going toproduce shows
when they can afford the venue and
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“We are sad to see Eclectic Theater close down because of high rents. Eclectic
Theatre was part of the community spirit of Capitol Hill. Whetheryou were a
producer, actor, or audience member, Eclectic Theatre waspart ofthe socialfabric
of Seattle,” Allen said.
pay equity wages to the actors and
crew. People can donate to the theater
through the “Click to Pledge” button
on their website.
Though the Eclectic Theater
Company will live on, the happiness,
laughter and cheer it brought to
audiences at its 10th Ave. venue will be
missed bythe Capitol Hill community.
The editormay be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL OPENER LEAVES ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
Jacqueline Lewis
Staff Writer
SeattleUniversity Women’sBasketball
opened their season this weekend
with two games at home. The first was
on Friday, Nov. 10 against Idaho State
followed by a non-conference game
on Sunday against Hawaii.
The Redhawks were up 23-19 by
the first quarter against Idaho State,
trailing by one at the end of a high-
scoring half, 46-45. Seattle U was able
to shut down Idaho State’s three point
shots in the second half, but fouled
more than neededto and continuously
sent their opponent to the line.
“We’re going to make mistakes, the
way we made mistakes in the final
three minutes of the game, and it’s
going to cost you the game,” head
coach Suzy Barcombe said. Mistakes
noted were fouling in the backcourt
more than 50 feet from the basket,
with about two minutes left.
POSSIBLE NHL TEAM TO COME TO SEATTLE
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
Seattle Council member Mike O’Brien
propositioned a $660 million proposal
to make renovations to the 55-year-
old KeyArena.
The Los Angeles based “Oak Viewed
Group” plans to put up the funding at
a weekly morning briefing on Monday
Nov. 6. The renovation of KeyArena
had been decided earlier this year.
However, the decision on who is going
to make these renovations has been in
the works since early September.
O’Brien laid out the proposal toother
Seattle councilmembers, creating a
timeline to have this renovation done
by October of 2020. O’Brien hopes
that this will be a great opportunity to
bring in a new professional franchise
in the NHL, or bring back an NBA
team to the Seattle area.
In the proposal, there would be
Beginning her second season
as head coach, Barcombe hopes
to improve upon their impressive
second place finish last year in the
WAC regular season by sorting out
team dynamics and finding a strong
post presence.
“The same thing I talked about last
year, is we have to have an inside post
presence. People will start taking
away our guard play if we don’t have
a big post to throw it in to score,”
Barcombe said.
Finding that offensive presence
and the right dynamic on the floor
has been difficult since the injuries of
preseason,
and it’s still a struggle as
the team gears up for regular season
play.
Despite the loss to Idaho State,
senior Alexis Montgomery scored a
career high 31-points. Montgomery
was recently awarded Preseason
Player of the Year, coming off an All-
WAC First Team honor last season,
leading Seattle U in points, rebounds
improvements to the Seattle area. The
Oak Viewed Group plans on paying
$40 million just in improving traffic,
transportation and parking.Oak
Viewed Group also plans to put forth
$20 million to a community fund.
They plan on putting half of the $20
million towards youth homelessness,
according to the Seattle Times.
The council members are set to vote
on this proposal come the beginning
of December to discuss the fate of
KeyArena. If this proposal is passed,
construction could begin as early as
October 2018.
This timeline could cause
complications with the NCAA, since
KeyArena is set to host the opening
rounds ofthe NCAA Men’s Basketball
Tournament scheduled to take place
in March of 2019. With this conflict,
the Oak Viewed Group and the city
of Seattle will have to negotiate with
the NCAA to move the opening
and assists.
In addition, sophomore Kamira
Sanders tied a career high of nine
rebounds on Friday. She was awarded
Freshman of the Year during her
rookie season, becoming the first
Redhawk to win a major WAC award.
Sanders is part of the young talent
on theteam, alongwith six newcomers
this season, with five freshmen and
one junior transfer joining the roster.
“We’re really young, so we’re trying
to get our freshman and sophomores
that didn’t play a lot last year up to
speed to compete at this level. We’ve
been trying to find who is going to
be able to step up and who is going to
contribute,” Barcombe said.
On Sunday, theteam could not come
together for the win against Hawai’i,
losing 73-58. With a close score at
the half, Hawaii pulled away with a
ten-point lead by the third quarter.
Towards the end of the fourth, Seattle
U displayed the effort but could not
get shots to go down, allowing Hawaii
round of the NCAA tournament
across the bridge to the University of
Washington’s Alaska Airline Arena.
“I think this could be an exciting
thing for Seattle,” junior Jaimi Gotro
said. Adding this new and improved
arena has the potential to bring more
variety to the sports community in
Seattle. If professional franchises
agree to expand the leagueby bringing
a team to Seattle, this would offer
different athletic choices to Seattle
natives.
No one from the NHL, NBA or
Oak Viewed Group has publically
announced their promises ofbringing
forth a new professional team to
Seattle. However, minority owner of
the NBA team Boston Celtics who
has been named equity partner in
the renovation has said that he wants
to own an NHL franchise team,
according to King5 news.
It is uncertain yet if Seattle is
to pull away with a secure win.
Jacqueline may be reached at
jlewis@su-spectator.com
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SU Womens Basketball preparing to
take on Idaho State.
acquiring another professional
franchise team, but it is certain that
renovations will be made to the
KeyArena.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
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CROSS COUNTRY COMPETES AT WESTERN REGIONALS
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Cross Country
team concluded their 2017 season
at the NCAA West Regionals at
Jefferson Park GolfCourse lastFriday.
The women started things offin the
6K as senior Johanna Erickson set the
pace for the Redhawks, clocking in a
time of21:36.0 which placed her 97th.
Right behind Erickson, junior Olivia
Stein finished with a time of 21:44.4.
This time placed Stein 108th in the
competition. Stein has currently been
pushing through a knee injury.
The third finisher for the Redhawks
was freshman Megan Delorey.
Competing in her first major
competition, she finished with a
time of 22:38.5. Sophomore Shannan
Higgins finished her season in a time
of 22:44.5. Freshman Rachel Kastama
finished it for the lady Redhawks as
she concluded her 2017 with a time
MEN’S BASKETBALL BREAKS SCHOOL DIVISION I RECORD IN 121-70
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University Men’s Basketball
squared off against Puget Sound
University at the Connolly Complex
on Sunday, where they routed the
Loggers 121-70. The Redhawks broke
Seattle U’s division one record for
most points scored in a game.
The Redhawks got off to a rocky
start Friday, when they lost to
Saint Louis 62-46. The team was
determined to make amends for their
previous mistakes.
“We knew from our game on Friday
that we had to make a response to
what happened,” guard Richaud
Gittens said. “We didn’t play our best
basketball, we didn’t help our team
succeed on Friday, we just wanted to
come out and play better.”
Before tip-off, the team made a
statement by standing together with
linked arms during the national
anthem, wearing shirts that read
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to
20 SPORTS
of 23:01.9.
“West Regionals was a blast. There
are lots of bodies and we got to run
against some of the best in the nation,
and I think we did a great job holding
our own, especially since we were a
little banged up going in,” Erickson
said. “This just jump-starts us into
indoor season now that we have more
miles and are being smarter with
our injuries.”
The men finished things off for
the Redhawks in the 10K as junior
Eli Boudouris lead the way with a
time of 32:09.4 (122nd place). Senior
Jacques Hebert finished shortly after
Boudouris, placing 124th in the
competition with a time of 32:11.9.
Matthew Seidel finished his last
cross country meet as he ran a time
of 32:19.4. Senior Tyler Flannery also
concluded his cross-country career as
he finished at 33:13.4. Finishing out
the NCAA West Regionals meet for
the Redhawks was sophomore Blake
justice everywhere” a quote by Martin
Luther King Jr.
“We wanted to make a statement
because obviously things aren’t right
in this world and things aren’t getting
better as they should be,” Gittens said.
“So we wanted to raise awareness as a
team, and we felt like we did that with
locking our arms and our quote on the
back ofour shirts, and as a teamwe all
felt good about it.”
The team started off strong with
a lead of 67 to 30 at halftime. Puget
Sound played physically against the
Redhawks, committing many fouls
throughout the first half. Seattle U
worked through the pressure and
came out on top, scoring easily and
using free throws to their advantage.
“I expected us to out rebound our
opponent tonight, but we got beat
up on the boards the other night so
for the guys to bring a better middle
effort to that was outstanding,” coach
Jim Hayford said. “We doubled them
up on the boards as we should have, so
I thought we got better there.”
Delaney with a time of 33:16.2.
“Even though we didn’t have the
race that we had hoped for, with the
circumstances that faced us, the guys
performed pretty well. We ran smart,
and we ran as a team, but we just didn’t
have our top guys going as quickas we
needed,” Boudouris said. “We have a
few freshmen on the team and were
missing some key upperclassmen, so
I have nothing but confidence that we
will bounce back even stronger for the
next season”
“Overall, we did okay. I think on
both sides, we would have liked to
have placed higher. But under the
circumstances of the season, I’m
pleased with the efforts and I’m
really happy for especially Johanna
on the women’s side,” head coach
Kelly Sullivan said. “It was a great
race for her to end the season and
we’re looking forward to indoor
and outdoor.”
The cross-countryteam fought hard
In the second half, Puget Sound
tightened up on defense, causing
the Redhawks to struggle to make
baskets. The pressure Seattle U faced
will be used to help the team improve
on offense.
“I think this will give us some good
film because of the pressure that was
applied,” Hayford said. “We can coach
guys on decision making because
the chaos that UPS’s system created
puts you in a position that makes
you become a good decision maker,
and we made obviously a lot of good
moves, but we also made a lot of
bad ones and we get better from that
learning process.”
With the team now at 1-1, they are
hopeful that they can carry Sunday’s
success through the rest ofthe season.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectatqr.com
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Coach Kelly tells runners their split
times as they pass him on the third lap.
during their 2017 season. However,
this won’t be the last you hear from
them as they prepare for their indoor
season beginning in early January.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
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The team linked arms during the
NationalAnthem.
MEN’S SOCCER WINS WAC CHAMPIONSHIP, WARMS UP FOR NCAA
Alec Downing
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University’s men’s soccer
team won the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) Championship
Tournament for the third time in
five years. The Redhawks previously
won the WAC tournament in 2013
and 2015.
The games took place Wednesday,
Nov. 8 through Sunday, Nov. 12.
The tournament was hosted by the
University of Nevada, Lais Vegas
(UNLV) at Johann Memorial Field.
The Redhawks began their
Championship run with a 3-0 win
over California State University,
Bakersfield (CSUB). All three goals
were scored by different players, with
freshman Habib Barry scoring the
first goal just before the end of the
first half. Freshman Gabriel Ruiz and
junior Sergio Rivas wasted no time
in furthering this lead, coming out
at the beginning of the second half
and scoring in both the 47th and
48thminutes to put Seattle University
up 3-0.
“We’ve always trusted our freshmen.
If they’re good enough to play, they’ll
play,” men’s head Soccer coach Pete
Fewing said of the two freshmen who
scored goals in the first match. “They
all play with a lot of confidence and
look experienced even though they
are pretty young.”
The Redhawks dominated this
match, with CSUB only managing to
get offoneshot on goal throughout the
entirety of the game. The Redhawks
would move on to face hometown
Rebels of UNLV in the semifinals,
who had defeated the 7th seeded
Grand Canyon University (GCU) in
their own first round match.
The semi finals were unlike the
one-sided affair of the first round.
The Redhawks and Rebels went 0-0
in regular time and overtime, even
though Seattle U was playing with
only 10 men due to a red card given at
the beginning of the second half. The
match would be decided on penalty
kicks, which Seattle University would
win 4-2.
Redhawks goalkeeper, Josh Adachi,
who only allowed a single goal the
entire tournament, was pivotal
throughout the entirety of the
Redhawks championship run, but
may have had the biggest impact of
any player in the semifinals against
UNLV. Adachi, a redshirt junior,
madefive saves in whatwas a scoreless
match. He had an especiallyvital stop
off of a UNLV corner kick at the end
of double overtime.
In penalties, he was able to come
up with two stops. Fewing drew
a parallel to last year’s MLS Cup
Champion Seattle Sounders and the
save made by their goalkeeper Stefan
Frei in penalty kicks. “Frei makes that
great save and that did two things, it
gave him a lot of confidence and put
doubt in Toronto’s mind. Josh Adachi
did the exact same thing to UNLV,”
Fewing said. The Redhawks penalty
takers came in to back Adachi up,
with Rivas burying his shot with ease.
“Theirguy hit one to theright, kind
of tucked it in. Alex Roldan went to
the exact same spot, but smashed
it which sent a message as well.”
Fewing said, showing just how much
of a mental game soccer can become,
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Seattle U Mens soccer won 2-1 to take home the WAC Championship
I
especially in penalty kicks. Anthony
Ayala answered and smoothly put
his kick in before Adachi made his
second save. Cody Buchanan, who
did not play all match, had his first
touch ofthe ball when he came up in
penalties and scored the game winner
to send Seattle U to the finals.
The Redhawks would be met in the
finals by San Jose State, who defeated
the University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley in the first round and top
seeded Air Force in the semifinals.
The Redhawks struck first with
junior Nathan Aune’s header in the
35th minute to give Seattle U a 1-0
advantage at the end of the first half.
Only a minute after the goal, a UNLV
foul resulted in a red card being given
to each team.
Taking the field in the second half,
the Redhawks added on with a goal
in the 74th minute by senior Alex
Roldan. Rivas assisted on both of the
Redhawks goals. The Spartans would
score in the last five minutes of the
game, but it would not be enough
to take the title from the Redhawks.
Adachi, a native of Pearl City Hawaii,
continued his strong performance all
tournament long into the finals in
NOVEMBER 15,2017
which he allowed only a single goal to
the Spartans of San Jose State.
After the match, he was awarded
MVP honors for his strong and
reliable play throughout the
entire tournament. Aune, Roldan
and Rivas were chosen to the
all-tournament team.
On Monday, Nov. 13, it was
announced that Seattle U would go
into the NCAA tournament and in
the firstround will face the University
ofWashington.
“It’s going to be a very exciting
game, especially since we’ve already
played them and sold out our Seattle
U stadium,” Rivas said. “They’re a
great team and I feel that we’ll have
a really good game.” The Redhawks
lost their match against the Huskies
earlier this season 2-0, but Fewing
pointed out that “we outshot them 13
to 8, we had more opportunities.”
The match between the two Seattle-
based teams will be held Thursday,
Nov. 16 at 6:00 p.m. at Husky
Soccer Stadium.
The editormay be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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OPINION
MEN AND THE PATRIARCHY YOUR HOLIDAY WAKE UP CALL
Ask nearly any woman qnd she will be able to tell you the difficulties she has
faced as a female. From catcalling and being leered at by strangers to sexual
assault, the tangible disadvantages of being afemale in the patriarchy are obvious,
especially with recent movements such as the #MeToo campaign.
While these female-based equality movements tend to be based around
solidarity and community, it is incredibly difficult to find amale-based movement
with these positive characteristics. The Meninist movement and men’s rights
Internet forums seem primarily focused on blaming women for men’s difficulties
in the patriarchy, lashing out at others. Bluntly, they make male-focused“equality”
movements seem aggressive and harmful.
But with a lack of safe and supportive spaces to share their suffering, paired
with a societal expectation to be unemotional, sexually aggressive, and violent,
men are facing hardships in silence. To be frank, my heart hurts. I am tired of
hearing men having to laugh off their experiences of rape and sexual assault. I am
tired ofthose close to me choosing to end their lives. After all, ifyou’re supposed
to be unemotional, how are you able to tell ifyou’re depressed?
The pervasive idea that men and women equality groupsare in direct opposition
needs to come to end. Just as it is vital for women to have safe spaces to share the
adversities they are forced to endure, men face unique challenges in a patriarchal
society that tells us all we are never good enough. I am sick of seeing men suffer
alone and in silence. Toxicmasculinity and thepatriarchy hurt us all in different
ways and to different degrees, but everyone would benefit from its demise.
— Emily Mozzone, Lead Designer & Advice Columnist
The Spectator editorial board consists ofNickTurner, Chris Salsbury, ShelbyBarnes, TessRiski, AnnaKaplan, Josh Merchant,Michelle Newblom, Haley Witt, EmilyMozzone, Sam Schultheis
and CamPeters. Signedcommentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily thoseofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorialsare not necessarily the views ofSeattle
Imagine this (cue Brooklyn accent). You’re at the dinner table. Your mom
sitting across from you, your sister adjacent. As you stand up to cut the turkey,
you drop the knife. Everyone laughs. It’s cute.
You grab a square box beneath the branches, handing it off to your estranged
cousin. You attempt to avoid hand contactbecause this individualhas developed
a fancy for you and incest is rightfully sinful. Family is weird. It happens.
Now take a step back and refocus. What do both these scenarios have in
common? If you guessed the cliche life lesson of ‘being in the moment’ and
enjoyingan organic’ experience, you’re correct. Wasn’t that refreshing? No phone,
no social media, no nothing. Just you, those you loveand the othermaterialistic
shit that makes your world spin on its axis.
Similar to Oprah’s wisdom or the results of the 2016 presidential election, I
to have a life lesson to share. I call it “Putting down your goddamn phone rather
than being consumed by your own narcissism.”
I know, a little blunt, but this editorial comes with a therapist referral at the
end of it, hakuna matata. But, real talk, consider me the Doctor Phil to your
Octomom, the J-Lowto your Snooki. I’m here to tellyou it’s time to stop spending
your holiday season through your Instagram feed, and rather, on the live feed
right in frontofyou. Ring Ring. Who’s that? Me, your wake up call, and it’s about
time you listened.
The truth is like waking up next to a one night stand. You don’t want to face
what you’ve done, but need to in order to reach the door. So this holiday season,
make your social media the one night stand. Close that door, walk away, and
know that maybe, in a couple days, you’ll give it a call. Don’t stress, cry or worry,
because I have one more life lesson. When you pick up that phone and dial the
number, I carfcjilmost guarantee, they will pick up on the first ring.
— Shelby Barnes, Managing Editor
Change the scene, and now you’re kneeling in frontof a tree.
»' : fisriJ
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ASK MAMA
MOZZONE
by Emily Mozzone
Giving relationship advice of any kind.
Q# Okay, so, I’m going ina date with this girl and I’m• really excited and nervous because I have no clue
what I’m supposed to do or talk about. We ’re going to
a Cafe, please help me! I don’t want to screw this up!
A
First of all, a cafe is a classic date! I’d find some things you have
• in common and some things you both hate. If it turns out you
• don’t have much in common, you can always start telling jokes.
Relationships, in my experience, are made through interests and
humor. Good luck, you’ll do great!
Q® The girlI'm seeing is studyingabroad soon. What do?*
A
I would start by discussing what relationship terms would make
• you two the most comfortable. Are you going to keep contact,
• continue seeing each other etc? If you decide to keep regular
contact, I would do something together other than talking, play
video games, watch TV, something you enjoy!!
To submit your own 100% anonymous question, visit:
tinyurt.com/askmoizone
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